
 

These figures are believed to be correct, however any errors etc. you may find…  
PLEASE..…   No raves nor rants,  a polite phone call to the District Games Director 
Jeff Mulhall (0418 340 236) or to  Dennis Keft (0408 387 891) and the matter will be 

addressed as quickly as possible and rectified if necessary…  

 
 

05 AUG 2023 

Round 5 



All Club Men’s Secretaries and/or Email Recipients: 
 

Please ensure that your Club Pennant Side Managers are provided with a copy, and that 
they become familiar with, the 2023 Pennant Conditions of Play which has previously 
been dispatched to ALL PARTICIPATING CLUBS. 
 

Please ensure also, that your Pennant Side Managers are equipped with a copy of the 
FCDBA Guidelines for Side Managers; which outlines all the duties and responsibilities 
relating to SIDE MANAGERS for the Pennant Season 2023. 
 

Particular emphasis is placed upon the need for the correct and neat completion of the 
Round Result Sheets, which are sent to the FCDBA Games Controller following each 
round throughout the season. Full names typed or clearly hand printed please. 
 

It is imperative that the names and figures recorded upon the Round Result Sheets are 
legible to decrease the possibility of erroneous information being dispatched to clubs 
each week, and to ensure player participation within each DIV is correctly recorded. 
 

The District Members giving up their time to carry out this function each week, need to 
be forwarding correct information to participating clubs, first time every time. So please 
ensure you do whatever you can to assist these volunteers in their endeavours. 
 



FCDBA = DIVISION 1 = R5 

NOTE: If any errors encountered please ring: 
Jeff Mulhall (0418 340 2360) or Dennis Keft (0408 387 891) to advise 

NORTH = DIVISION 2 = R5 

Side Managers: Please ensure that you prepare your Results Sheets 
neatly and send to the FCDBA GD asap on completion of the game. 



NOTE: If any errors encountered please ring: 
Jeff Mulhall (0418 340 2360) or Dennis Keft (0408 387 891) to advise 

NORTH = DIVISION 3 = R5 

NORTH = DIVISION 4 = R5 

Side Managers: Please ensure that you prepare your Results Sheets 
neatly and send to the FCDBA GD asap on completion of the game. 



SOUTH ZONE = DIVISIONS 2 & 3 = R5 

NOTE: If any errors encountered please ring: 
Jeff Mulhall (0418 340 2360) or Dennis Keft (0408 387 891) to advise 

Side Managers: Please ensure that you prepare your Results Sheets 
neatly and send to the FCDBA GD asap on completion of the game. 


